Recent terrorist attacks in European cities like Paris, Verviers and Copenhagen demonstrate that the need for a fast, well-organised response to fluid, fast-moving security threats in larger urban environments is a critical requirement.

The just-completed European research project TACTICS provides a platform for law enforcement and other security forces to achieve an overview and rapid coordination for addressing tactical threats in a metropolitan environment.

Join the panel discussion and see how:

- Your products can be connected to TACTICS to improve its capabilities
- Your expertise can contribute to future iterations of TACTICS
- Your ‘user perspective’ can enhance the TACTICS toolset

Please help us with your input to improve TACTICS and realise its use to protect European societies and infrastructure in daily practise.

We are proud to present our inspiring panel members:

**Steve Swain**

*Security and Counter Terrorism*

Steve retired as a Chief Superintendent in the Metropolitan Police Service, has worked at Control Risks and as CEO of Security Innovation and Technology Consortium, the Head of the Police International Counter Terrorist Unit (PICTU), a national police and MI5 unit, with responsibility for designing counter terrorist policing options for the UK. Steve is a leading authority on suicide terrorism and the architect of the UK tactics to counter the threat from international and domestic terror groups.

**Glenn Schoen**

*Security and crisis risk management*

Glenn C. Schoen is an international security management and terrorism specialist and the founder of Boardroom@Crisis. He studied law enforcement and progressed to security analysis, consulting and international security management. He is volunteer at the White House, a lecturer at Georgetown University member of several security advisory panels, (OSAC, ICRI). Mr. Schoen regularly shares his insights with the media, having given well over 1,000 TV, radio and newspaper interviews to over 100 different media outlets.

**Kimo Quaintance**

*Mass connectivity and psychological impact*

Kimo Quaintance holds a BA in International Politics from Penn State, an MLitt in International Security Studies and a PhD in International Relations from the University of St Andrews in Scotland. Kimo has been researching social networks and international relations for more 10 years. His current research and work interests focus on the risks and opportunities of mass digital connectivity, and the psychological impact of virtual reality.

Join the Panel Discussion Wednesday 17 June 2015 during IFSEC in the South Gallery 8 at any of the following three time slots:

- **Block 1** 10.30-11.30
- **Block 2** 14:00-15.00
- **Block 3** 16:30-17.30

**PARTNERS**

TACTICS combines the brainpower of 11 European organizations who deal with security and safety issues.

JOIN THE TACTICS PANEL DISCUSSION!

**CONTACTS US**

www.fp7-tactics.eu  info@fp7-tactics.eu